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Hi to all our
members and
anyone else
around the world
that takes the
time to read our
monthly
newsletter.
Sadly, this month
another RSL AC Sub-Branch Member has
passed away. Norman Green passed away
peacefully in Australia on 16th Feb, 2020. Our
condolences go to all his family, in particular
his wife, Ruth. RIP Norman.

The February Medical Mission (MM) was
conducted at EPZA Resettlement in Angeles.
In all, we provided medicines to 1,022
Children, issued two regular wheelchairs and
two children requiring hearing aids were
added to our back log. More about hearing
aids later.
We had a significant number of the Hong
Kong Pot Bellied Pigs Rugby Football Club
members in attendance, (who sponsored the
MM), together with a contingent of Nurses
from Deacon University, who were in the
Philippines on their annual training visit. Also
visiting the MM were some members from
the Starkey Hearing Foundation, arranged by
Graham Crispin, to discuss with Greg Mann a
way forward for them to assist us in clearing
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the back log of children that we have, who are
waiting to be fitted and issued with hearing
aids.
Those exceptionally fruitful discussions
resulted in Greg visiting them in Manila on the
14th of Feb, where a number of detailed
options were discussed. Greg has since
written a comprehensive report with a
number of options for a clear way ahead,
which will be discussed by the Committee
next month. Hopefully I will be able to
confirm in the next newsletter exactly what
solution we will adopt, to clear this back log,
and establish a path ahead for future
recipients of our hearing aids.
The wheelchair team, led by Graham Crispin,
passed a significant milestone this month,
however, I just will just congratulate them in
these notes and leave the detailed
information of that good news to a later
article in this newsletter. Well done team - a
truly great effort by all concerned, both the
current team members, and the very many
past volunteers.
On Australia Day we conducted a Function at
the Fenson Hotel for all members and their
families, along with any other local Australians
that wished to attend. This was our second
attempt at an Australia Day (AD) function and
we had in the vicinity of 150 folks attend. We
deemed this to be a success and that should
see us put in the effort to run a similar event
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again next year, most likely on the Sunday
closest to AD, that being Sun 24th Jan in 2021.
Any feedback (good or bad) from members
that attended this year would be greatly
appreciated and assist in our decision to
conduct future AD events.
Our Editor Larry, has included a number of
photographs of the Medical Mission, the
Wheel Chair milestone and the Australia Day
Function later in this newsletter.
That is all from me this month.
Best Regards,
Gary B

We Need Your Blood!
Help us to maintain our blood supplies by donating blood at the AUF
Hospital Red Cross Blood Bank and credit to our RSL. Doesn’t take
much time and it will be appreciated.
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I think
many of
us can
relate to
this. I
wear
hearing
aids,
glasses
and
stumble
when I
walk.
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FEBRUARY MEDICAL MISSION REPORT
We had another successful medical mission, conducted on Sunday 1st February. Here is
what our Sub-Branch Media member, Peter Renton reports:
The Mission was conducted at EPZA Resettlement area and we had 1,022 kids attend.
We also hosted 19 Nursing staff and Students from Deakin University, Melbourne for
their once a year excursion, and 23 Nursing staff and students from our local Angeles
University Foundation Hospital.
Nine members of The Pot Belly Pigs from Hong Kong made the journey to help out.
Many were delayed several days before being allowed to return home, due to travel bans
over the Corona Virus.
< < Geoff Blanchette (left) from RBI
Steakhouse, and Graham Crispin, leader of our
wheelchair group, present our first wheelchair
of the day.

Greg Mann discusses our Hearing Aid
circumstances with three visitors from the Starkey Hearing Foundation in Manila.
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<< Media member

Peter Renton (left)
with President Gary
Barnes (right) thank
Chris Simpson
(centre) for coming
down from Hong Kong
to assist with our
medical mission. Chris
and his group are
regular visitors for our
missions, and we
value their assistance
and financial inputs.

These little tikes are half-way through the procedure, and at the end will go home with a bag of medicines (if
needed) but definitely vitamins
DISCLAIMER
The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies contained in this
newsletter. Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant
that articles or opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor
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<< Left are some of the RBI Steakhouse staff
dishing out cups of hot hearty soup. This feeding
program is a welcome addition and runs in
conjunction with our Medical Missions.

Below. Leader of our wheelchair team Graham
Crispin delivers a wheelchair recipient back to her
parents as Steve Innes works out how to take a
picture on his cell phone.
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Our nurses from Deakin University Melbourne were most eager to assist with our medical
mission. We expect a new batch to be here again next year for their annual experience tour of
the Philippines. We always look forward to their visits and assistance.

Pictured above are the registration staff from the local Barangay. They are the first to greet the
kids and issue their parents / guardians our RSL blank Prescription Forms.

For those new members and readers of our newsletter, following is a bit of background to why,
how we do these missions, and who attends, words provided by media member Peter Renton:
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The Australian Nurses are from Deakin University
in Melbourne, Victoria and are in their final year
of training before graduating as Registered
Nurses. There were only 19 this year with their
two Instructors. This is a program that has been
running for many years and we have the pleasure
of hosting them on their final day in country
before they return home. In total, they spend two
weeks in the Philippines, of which one week is in
Dumaguete and one week in Manila. They get
experience and exposure to all manner of
medical conditions that they would otherwise not
get during routine training in Australia. Our RSL
club does not receive any funding or support from
this group although the girls did kick in 1700
pesos donation before leaving. Many also gave
Aussie gifts, souvenirs, books, clothes
and stickers from their own pockets, so to speak.
Every Medical Mission we are supported with
student nurses from the local Angeles University
Foundation (AUF) Nursing College. We had the
pleasure of 22 of their 1st and 2nd year students
this last mission with two supervisory instructors.
Total of 24 from AUF. The monthly average is
around 28.
We have had a very long and successful
association with AUF over the past 10 years and
a MOU in place reviewed every year. They have
given us their commitment to continue to support
us indefinitely with students as part of their
mandatory Community Assistance Programme.
Like the Australian Nursing students, they get a
hands on experience away from the University
theory world and all volunteer their time on a non
working Saturday. We receive no financial
support from AUF but we do pay all of the
students and instructors that attend the sum of 50
pesos cash to offset their transport costs.
Geoff Blanchette is the owner of the RBI
Steakhouse Restaurant located on the ground
floor of the Queens Hotel in Balibago, and is a
Michelin chef to boot. He is an ex USAF veteran
and runs a feeding program coinciding with our
monthly Medical Mission. He is the big guy who
attended along with a number of his staff. His
team prepare all the food in their restaurant then
transport if to the mission for immediate
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consumption. Needless to say...it doesn't last
long. As per the other volunteers, we receive no
financial assistance from Geoff and the Queens
Hotel.
Doctor Hernand Tulud was the attending doctor
last Saturday and rarely misses a mission. He is
the Deputy Director of the Angeles City
Department of Health, runs their Rabies Centre
and Persons with Disability (PWD) centre and is
the senior surgeon that does all major autopsies
in Angeles ...after hours.
Doctor DeGuzman (our doctor missing his right
arm) is usually in attendance also but was called
off on an emergency last Saturday. However, he
still sent his four Nursing staff who receive no
payment. Dr DeGuzman runs a very successful
Dengue program in Angeles around all the rivers
and waterways. We pay him approximately
60,000 pesos per year (through our committee)
for him to purchase and distribute mosquito nets
to those he deems most needy. As a
result...Dengue Fever within his area of activity is
down 80% from 5 years ago.
All doctors who attend and give up their practices
for the day are payed 2,000 pesos by our club as
a small gesture toward their sacrifice.
Our Wheelchair program comprises:
1. Standard kids Pedia wheelchairs which
are given to children who our medical
staff and committee deem best suited.
Graham Crispin leads this program and
is often helped by his partner.
2. Special wheelchairs are provided to us
from an Australian group called
Wheelchairs 4 Kids. They are based in
Perth and supply their tricycle style
chairs in kit form free of charge. We pay
shipping costs (approx USD $2,000 per
container of 164 chairs) and we also
have to pay Customs Duties, VAT and
Port costs. The last shipment cost us
approximately 200,000 pesos to the
Subic Wharf Gang.
These chairs are "life changers" to the
recipients and their families and nothing similar is
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available in the Philippines that I am aware. The
government wanted to get involved but could not
even help us with reducing or eliminating the
government charges. Our President has written
several times to various departments and even
the Presidents office but without success to date.
These chairs require 5 - 10 man hours to
assemble and custom fit to the child. They are
fully adjustable in every dimension and have a six
point harness and removable dinner table.
Once again we receive no financial assistance
from Wheelchairs 4 Kids but with each chair
valued around 45,000 pesos, enough said.
Our Hearing Aid Program is another "life
changer" and is headed up by Greg Mann who is
one of our Canadian members. This very
successful program has also been running 10
years plus with the assistance of the local
Hensonville Hearing Clinic who provide the
testing, moulding and fitment to kids we send to
them. We pay them approximately 1300 pesos
per child and we provide the hearing aids that are
donated to us...mostly from Australian groups
such as Rotary.
However, this program has stalled for the past
year or so after Hensonville Clinic ceased
providing us with support. As a result, we have
about 60 kids still waiting to receive audiometric
services and fitment. We have been desperately
looking for a replacement organisation but with
no success, until last week.
At your February Medical Mission, you may have
seen or met three representative who attended
from the Starkey Foundation in Manila. They
have agreed to provide their services and hearing
aids to all of our kids on our waiting list over the
upcoming year. Details are still to be worked out
and their initial commitment is only for our
backlogged kids but they sound serious and keen
to help.
Other "players' worthy of mention are:
Tony Mamac (Captain) and Bong Reyes (Senior
Administrator) from the Balibago Barangay.
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The Hotel Fenson who provide the facility our
clubrooms reside within and their jeepney to
transport safely our volunteers free of charge to
and from our medical mission sites.
Leyna is our lady who supplies and delivers all
our medicines, wheelchairs, nebulisers and
miscellaneous medical supplies.
Mike at "the Blue Book" who generously
publishes our site location maps and details
every month so people can find us.
Hydee Medina is the AUF Community Support
Coordinator,
and of course...Our RSL Committee:
President - Gary Barnes
Vice President - Scott Chambers
Treasurer - Ron Parrott
Membership - Dave Shine
Welfare - Gary Maher
Publicity - Peter Renton
Rudolf "Roo" Schiller
Note: Our Secretary position is still unfilled
following the death last December of Phil
Salmon. We are also seeking two more general
committee members and a "quartermaster". Too
much work and not enough troops.
Gary Maher (Welfare) is a new member to the
committee and is learning the ropes.
Most of the girls who attend our missions are
either wives or girlfriends of RSL Members.
Many of the guys that attend are not seen
anywhere else throughout the year, they just love
coming to the missions to help out.

Thanks Pete. That was a good summary of
what we do on our medical mission days,
and the players who make it all work.
Larry Ed
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19th of February 2020. NUMBER 400 AND STEAMING AHEAD
Today we issued our 400th wheelchair to a deserving child

This little girl receiving the 400th wheelchair is 4 year old
Dana Rica Ramos who is from Marilao, Bulacan. She has
Cerebral Palsy. Team leader Graham gives the thumbs up
on behalf of Dana.

The ‘team’
has successfully kitted
out another
two well
deserved
‘special’
wheelchairs
today. Well
done team.

A big thankyou and congratulations to the dedicated Angeles City RSL Wheelchair Team who turn up every
Wednesday morning to give these Special Needs kids mobility and change theirs and their families lives.
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SISTER RSL SUB-BRANCH PRESIDENT VISITATION
We had a visit from Steve Bloxham, president of Terang VIC RSL, which is about 300klm west of Melbourne.
During his visit he gave us some Anzac badges and attended the raffle draw at Emotions last Monday night.
We managed to get a good group photo of all the RSL members that were present.
This is what Steve reported to his Sub Branch:
Over the past few days I have the pleasure of
meeting members of the Angeles RSL Sub-Branch
in the Philippines and I am hoping we will have a
supporting relationship between both of our
RSL's, they are like us and are not funded by RSL
Victoria.
I also have donated 50 small Anzac Badges from
our RSL to be given to those children who attend
Anzac Day 2020 as a token of appreciation and
support...
Last night the RSL members had a raffle as they
do every Monday night at a bar, so I have
attached a group photo. Today the members are
meeting at 2pm here at the clubhouse, so I will
get more of a chance to have a chat to the
members...
These guys have helped so many disadvantage
families, which is credit to them for being so
proactive in their community, much like us.
I will update our website with more info and photos...
Above Steve Bloxham, right, shakes hands with Graham Crispin, the leader of our wheelchair team, in our
clubrooms.

The members that regularly front up to
sell our charity account raffle tickets are:
Left rear: Wally…., Roo Schiller, Daryl
Rudd, Graham Ross, Gary Maher,
Lafayette Donaldson, Steve King, Steve
Bloxham, Graham Crispin and Russell Pitt.
Front right: Bill Hall, Kurt Geiger and Ken
Sinclair.
You are all champs.
Check out Terang RSL website:
www.terangrsl.com.au
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EDITORIAL I had the utmost privilege to attend a Military Funeral in the small Queensland
country town of Biggenden, on Friday the 7th of February, for a most distinguished Warrant
Officer, admired and known by all army members from generals to private soldiers. I am of
course writing about Kevin Stanley (Lofty) WENDT OAM BEM
‘Lofty’ as he was known by most in our era, was an outstanding soldier. He was a commanding
figure, hence is nick-name, and as he worked his way up the promotion ladder was known as a
soldiers ‘Sergeant, Company Sergeant Major and Regimental Sergeant Major’. This is to say that
Lofty made the soldiers his first priority.
Lofty was the second Regimental Sergeant Major- Army (RSM-A) and the rank of Warrant
Officer after the position was created by the then Chief of Army, Lieutenant General Sir Phillip
Bennett. The first appointment was occupied by another popular RSM, WO1 Wally Thompson in
Jan 1983. The rank of WO is superior to Warrant Officer Class 1 and is the most senior rank in the
of ranks of Non-Commissioned Officers (NCO’s). There is only one RSM-A at a time serving. The
current RSM-A is the 11th to hold that appointment.
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Here is a post by his old battalion concerning his funeral:
VALE: WO1 KEVIN ‘Lofty’ WENDT OAM, BEM.
Lofty Wendt is finally at rest after a long and gallant battle with cancer. He had been looking forward to
marching at the 50th Long Hai Day Commemorative Service in February this year, his towering presence
will be missed.
16663 Kevin Stanley (Lofty) WENDT OAM, BEM. served 28 years in the Army in various units and ended
his career in July 1990 as the WO RSM of the Army. He served in both Malaysia and Vietnam with 8RAR
and was wounded on 10 July 1970 in Vietnam.
Loftys’ Funeral is to be conducted at Biggenden on Fri 07 Feb 2020, at 11.00am. location TBC, however,
Biggenden is a small place it will be easy to find.
FUNERAL SVC: It will be a Military Funeral Service, conducted by 8/9 RAR Padre.

Above is a copy of his funeral service and the next picture is of him as a councilor in his local area
council where he served for 12 years. Lofty also initiated a school bus service which he drove the
kids from his home town of Degilbo to Biggenden to and from school every school day for 20
years.
RIP ‘Lofty’
Larry Editor
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In our December 2019
newsletter, we had a
small late entry picture
of Mr Marcel Gorin, a
member of our Mackay
Support group
presenting a cheque to
David Caracciolo while
Keith Payne VC AM
looked on, to go
towards our medical
missions.
And Mar is at it again,
handing over $300 of
his own money this
time, for the same
purpose.
Mar, you are a champ
and we appreciate your
donation.
David has deposited
the cheque into our
Commonwealth bank
account.
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www.beyondtheblackstump.com
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THE BOMBING OF DARWIN,
19 FEBRUARY 1942

A record of the service and sacrifice of the Filipinos and Filipino-

Part 4: The Territory at War

chapter in the e-book “The Territory at War, A Collection of Stories”.

Over the last six years the Commonwealth and Allied nations have

This was published electronically in 2017 by the Northern Territory

marked the anniversaries of a multitude of World War 1 events. But

Government at the time of the 75th anniversary of the Bombing of

barely noted each year on the national level has been the

Darwin.

anniversary of an event much closer to home – the Bombing of
Darwin. That fateful day when enemy aircraft first raided Darwin –
19 February 1942 – was the beginning of the Northern Territory’s
period of being ‘at war’.
The casualty count from the Bombing of Darwin was certainly not

Australian who died on 19 February 1942 was included as a

The chapter ‘Commemorating the Filipinos’ can be found on pages
119-134. This is a link to the complete e-book:
https://researchoutput.csu.edu.au/ws/portalfiles/portal/21569906
Merchant Sailors

of the scale of the Great War, but three things stand out: the

Meanwhile, a special ceremony had been held in Darwin on 18

defenders believed at the time that the continent of Australia was

February 2014, arranged by the Honorary Consul-General for the

genuinely under threat of invasion, the majority of deaths came

Philippines Mr John Rivas.

from the civilian population and, from the 252 documented deaths,
22 were Filipinos.
75th Anniversary, 2017
In February 2017, the Northern Territory hosted a series of events
to mark the 75th anniversary of the Bombing of Darwin, the largest
attack ever mounted on Australia.
Of relevance to the Filipino community, it is now known that on that
day five Filipino-Australian civilian waterside workers were killed on
Darwin wharf.
One Filipino sailor was killed when the American warship USS
Peary (DD226) was sunk in Darwin Harbour – she was bombed five
times, and sank within about 40 minutes; her machine-guns
continued to fire at the Japanese aircraft even as she sank.
And in addition, sixteen Filipino merchant sailors died as a result of
enemy action.
A summary piece, ‘Commemorating the Filipinos killed in northern
Australia on 19 February 1942’, was published in a special
magazine produced for the event – the ‘The Bombing of Darwin,
75th Anniversary Commemorative Magazine’ – which was included
with the Sunday Territorian newspaper of 19 February 1942.
The Territory Remembers

A commemorative plaque honouring the sixteen Filipino merchant
sailors was jointly unveiled by Her Excellency the Ambassador of
the Philippines to Australia Mrs Belen F Anota and the Honourable
Peter Styles MLA, Minister of Multicultural Affairs for the Northern
Territory.
It is interesting to note that these Filipino merchant sailors certainly
died as a result of enemy action, but their ships were never in
Darwin Harbour – they were attacked in the waters off northern
Australia after the raid on Darwin.
In total, there were 105 Filipinos serving as crew of the SS Florence
D (37 men) and SS Don Isidro (68), employed under Agreements
with the Master. These were cargo ships which had been
contracted by the US Army to be blockade-runners to the
Philippines, to carry rations, weapons and ammunition to the
besieged garrisons at Bataan and on Corregidor Island.
An interesting matter that has now come to light reveals that some
of the officers and crewmen of these secret blockade-runners were
reserve members of the Offshore Patrol (OSP), a branch of the
wartime Philippine Army (by 1951 however, the OSP separated
from the Army and became the Philippine Navy).
Rafael J Cisneros, Master of the SS Don Isidro, held the rank of a
Reserve Captain in the Offshore Patrol. Captain Carmelo Lopez
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Manzano y Samson, Master of the SS Florence D and wounded

Philippine Embassy in Canberra to raise awareness of this

during the attack, had graduated from the Philippine Nautical

significant contribution and sacrifice:

School in 1924, and rose to be a Major in the OSP.

https://dms.philembassy.org.au/index.php/website/latest/news/12

In the sinking of the SS Don Isidro, eleven Filipinos were killed while

9-tribute-to-filipinos-and-filipino-australians-who-died-in-the-

two later died in Darwin of their wounds. The SS Florence D lost

bombing-of-darwin-19-february-1942-excerpts-from-the-territory-

three killed.

remembers-commemorating-the-filipinos-by-maj-paul-a-

One of the crewmen was Dalmacio Diorgzon Surigao (1912-1989),
who was badly injured on 19 February 1942 and was hospitalised
in Darwin and then Melbourne where he enlisted in the Philippine
Army, then serving with the US Army in support of General Douglas
MacArthur.
Another of the wounded crewmen was Francisco J Salveron (19101998), who also served with General MacArthur: his Australianborn son later served in South Vietnam as 1731040 Private
Douglas Javing Salveron, a rifleman with 6 Section, 11 Platoon,
‘D’ Company of the 6th Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment
(6RAR), and was killed-in-action in the battle of Long Tan.
The plaque dedication was held on 18 February 2014, the
anniversary of the day these ships were first attacked. The event
honoured the service of Filipinos and their involvement in World
War 2, and recognised the sacrifice of these men who died in
Darwin and in the northern waters of Australia.
The Philippine Embassy said: “The solemn and meaningful
commemoration truly served as a testament to the significant
contribution of the Filipino community to the military history of
Australia”.

rosenzweig-ret/file
‘The Territory at War’, 2020
The e-book “The Territory at War, A Collection of Stories”,
published electronically in 2017, has now been released in
hardcopy by the Katherine Historical Society.
The book contains 22 compelling stories from the time World War
2 came to northern Australia.The service and sacrifice of the
Filipinos and Filipino-Australian who died on 19 February 1942 is
included as one of these chapters.
This chapter summarises the Filipino diaspora in northern Australia
– the Filipino connection with Port Darwin which dates back to the
‘Manilamen’ of the late 19th century, pearl and shell divers who
became patriarchs of some notable Territorian families with a
significant contribution to the two world wars.
It is now known that some 319 men from the Northern Territory
volunteered for service in the Australian Imperial Force during
World War I, including eight Filipino-Australians from the Ga,
Conanan and Spain families, with six seeing active service
overseas. From the 52 Filipinos originally known to be resident in
Darwin, there have come to be over 7,000 people recorded today

See more here:

as members of the Northern Territory Filipino community.

https://www.philembassy.org.au/latest/news/northern-territory-

Copies of the book are available from the Katherine Museum for

government-honors-the-sacrifices-of-filipino-merchant-mariners-

$34,

during-the-bombing-of-darwin

curator@katherinemuseum.com.au

Honouring the Filipinos

plus

postage.

For

further

information

email:

* * * * *

A summary tribute to Filipinos and Filipino-Australians who died in

The Filipino mariners who died on 19 February 1942 had no

the Bombing of Darwin was published on the website of the

specific connection with Darwin up to that date – in fact the
SS Florence D and SS Don Isidro had never berthed in Darwin
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harbour. But these men became inextricably linked with the
Bombing of Darwin when their deaths were included in the Royal
Commission tally.
In conducting research to prepare the plaque for the February 2014
commemoration, as well as positively (and accurately) identifying
the Filipino mariners who died, it was discovered that one Filipino
sailor was killed in Darwin harbour that day, together with five
waterside workers killed on Darwin wharf who were actually
Filipino-Australians. Collectively, this service and sacrifice
represents a significant contribution by the Filipino community to
Australia’s military history.
Through these works I hope to continue paying tribute to the
Filipino-Australians who served in the Australian military forces
between 1915 and 1975, and also those who lost their lives during
the Bombing of Darwin. Hopefully this work will ensure that these
Filipino-Australians – our ‘Fil-Anzacs’ – will not be forgotten.
Lest we Forget
Paul A Rosenzweig
ThanksDigger@gmail.com
More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger

Thanks Digger
The ‘Thanks Digger’ Facebook page has been established
as a tribute to all personnel and others who have
served in the defence of Australia and Australia’s interests.
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger | ThanksDigger@gmail.com
Captions
Image 1: A special magazine was produced to mark the 75th anniversary of the
Bombing of Darwin, ‘The Bombing of Darwin, 75th Anniversary Commemorative
Magazine’, which was included with the Sunday Territorian newspaper of
19 February 2017.
Image 2: This summary of ‘The Forgotten Sacrifice of the Filipinos’ was
published in ‘The Bombing of Darwin, 75th Anniversary Commemorative
Magazine’, which was included with the Sunday Territorian newspaper of
19 February 2017.
Image 3: A chapter commemorating the Filipinos and Filipino-Australian who
died on 19 February 1942 was included in “The Territory at War, A Collection of
Stories” which was electronically published in 2017 by the Northern Territory
Government.
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Image 4: This commemorative plaque was unveiled on 18 February 2014 to
honour the Filipino merchant seamen killed on 19 February 1942: the ceremony
was held on the anniversary of the day the ships were first attacked.
Image 5: The book “The Territory at War” has been published in hardcopy by the
Katherine Historical Society, and can be obtained from the Katherine Museum
for $34, plus postage.
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NB*** To enable readers to peruse the text of
Images 2 and three, full pages will be displayed at
the end of this newsletter. Ed
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Office of the Hon. Darren Chester,
Canberra ACT.
MEDIA RELEASE
Wednesday, 19 February 2020

AUSTRALIA REMEMBERS THE
BOMBING OF DARWIN
TODAY, 19 February 2020, is the 78th anniversary of
the bombing of Darwin by the Japanese in the Second
World War, recognising a time when our shores came
under direct attack.
Minister for Veterans' Affairs and Minister for
Defence Personnel Darren Chester will join the
Northern Territory community at services held this
morning to commemorate the bombing of Darwin, as
well as the sinking of U.S.S. Peary.
“On 19 February 1942, Australia unexpectedly came
under attack when Darwin was bombed, with more
than 250 people killed, including Australian and Allied
forces,” Mr Chester said.
“While the original raid on 19 February 1942 was by
far the most damaging in terms of loss of life and in
its impact on civilian and military infrastructure, some
Australians may not know it was the beginning of a
bombing campaign on northern Australia that
continued for over a year and a half.
“These northern Australian towns, especially Darwin,
held military importance and the raids were aimed at
reducing Australia’s ability to counter the Japanese
offensive in the Pacific.
“The 64th, and last, air raid on Darwin occurred on 12
November 1943, and the north of Australia was
subject to almost 100 air raids which were directed
against targets in Western Australia and Queensland
as well as the Northern Territory.
While Australia had been involved in the war on the
side of the Allies since 1939, the bombing of Darwin
came soon after Japan entered the war and was the
first occasion on which the Australian mainland came
under attack.
During the first raid on Darwin, the American
Destroyer U.S.S. Peary was sunk, killing 88 American
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sailors and wounding 13 — the greatest single loss of
life on any ship attacked that day.
“The bombing of Darwin occurred just two months
after the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor and the
Americans were our close allies in battle in the
Pacific,” Mr Chester said.
“Reports tell the story of members of Peary’s crew
returning fire at the Japanese aircraft with heavy
machine guns and anti-aircraft weapons, even as their
ship was sinking.
“We are forever indebted to these brave American
sailors who gave their lives to help protect our nation
from attack and they will always be remembered,
particularly in Darwin.
“Today, I encourage all Australians to take a moment
to reflect on this significant day in our history to
remember those who died and honour those who
fought to protect our nation and our way of life.”
This year marks the 75th anniversary of the end of the
Second World War and we should never forget the
sacrifice of the some 39,000 service men and women
who died fighting to protect Australia and its allies
and the almost one million men and women who
fought in this terrible conflict which spanned more
than half a decade.
ENDS
MEDIA CONTACTS:
Rachel Tharratt: 02 6277 7820
DVA Media: 02 6289 6466
Office of the Hon. Darren Chester, Canberra ACT.
_______________________________________________________________
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Many old soldiers would reckon that the story above about the parade ground is rubbish. I for
one, do not ascribe to that statement.
In my time in the army I never set foot on the RSM’s parade ground without being on parade or
doing some duty there, e.g. teaching drill.
I remember hearing about a young 2LT who was being chastised about being on the parade
ground by the RSM, stated to him, “I out rank you RSM” who replied “Not on this parade ground
you don’t, mister”. I would not argue against that!! Ed
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I think that most of our members and readers have watched the movie WE WERE
SOLDIERS
We Were Soldiers is a 2002 American war film directed by Randall Wallace and starring
Mel Gibson. Based on the book We Were Soldiers Once… and Young (1992) by
Lieutenant General (Ret.) Hal Moore and reporter Joseph L. Galloway, it dramatizes the
Battle of Ia Drang on November 14, 1965.
I normally do not watch war movies, having sat through the movie
Apocalypse Now and ran my critical military eye over it and gave it a
Bullsh*t rating. But I watched this movie with both a military and an
entertainment attitude, and gave it the thumbs up.
I then did some research and looked at the story of Hal Moore and
his Sergeant Major Basil Plumley, who were to two main characters
in the movie
In real life, these two men were exceptional soldiers. Below is a
picture of them together in Vietnam:

If you haven’t seen the
movie, I suggest you do so. I
also suggest that you do a
GOOGLE search on both
Moore and Plumley. Like
me, you will not be able to
stop reading about them
until the last word. Ed

After Vietnam, Hal Moore attained the rank of LTGEN and Basil Plumley reached the rank/appointment
of Command Sergeant Major (CSM)
Hal Moore, as Commanding General of the Army Training Center at Fort Ord, California in 1971–1973,
he oversaw extensive experimentation in adapting basic and advanced individual training under Project
VOLAR in preparation for the end of conscription and the institution of the Modern Volunteer Army. In
August 1973, Moore was assigned as Commanding General, US Army Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN), and in 1974 he was appointed Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Department of the
Army; his last assignment before leaving the Army. He dealt with Army recruiting issues after the
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termination of the draft as well as the orderly drawdown of forces after the close of the Vietnam War.
Moore's next assignment was to become the Commanding General, U.S. Army Japan but he elected to
retire instead. Moore retired from the Army August 1, 1977 after completing thirty two years of active
service.
Moore died from a stroke on February 10, 2017, his wife's birthday, and three days before his 95th
birthday. He was buried in Fort Benning Post Cemetery on February 17, 2017 with full military honors
and laid to rest beside his wife of 55 years, who died in 2004.
Plumley retired as a Command Sergeant Major on December 31, 1974, having been awarded 28
different personal, unit, campaign and service awards and decorations in almost 33 years of military
service, spanning World War II, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War. After his retirement, he worked
15 more years for the army as a civilian in administration at Martin Army Community Hospital and at
various medical clinics around Fort Benning, Georgia, retiring again in 1990.
Plumley married Deurice Dillon, who died on May 28, 2012, after 63 years of marriage. Plumley died of
cancer after nine days in Columbus Hospice (Columbus, Georgia), on October 10, 2012. He is survived
by his daughter, Debbie Kimble, a granddaughter, and two great-grandchildren.

LTGEN Harold (Hal) Moore

CSM Basil Plumley

NB. I hope you get some enjoyment out of this story as I got researching and putting it together. Larry Ed
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Do not forget, if dialing ‘in-country’ add in a 0 before the number

“The price of liberty is eternal
vigilance”
Lest We Forget
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